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Michael agrees. “I can confirm that this sort of barrier to 
free-market entry has discouraged people from investing pri-
vate funds in orthotic-prosthetic research, which is a tragedy. 
The irony is that we have DARPA [Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency] pouring millions of dollars into advanced 
prosthetic research for items that will most likely never receive 
an L-Code—and will thus remain inaccessible to many ampu-
tees who might benefit from them.”

So while manufacturers wait for a new product code that may 
never be granted (Michael notes that roughly 95 percent of all 
L-Codes submitted by prosthetic manufacturers or clinicians 
in recent years have been denied), they have to offer their new 
innovation with the recommendation of a miscellaneous code, 
making reimbursement uncertain and the amount unknown.

“Oftentimes,” Ruhl says, “practitioners are reluctant to bill a 
miscellaneous code because there’s a very real concern that they 
may not get paid for it and that it’s subject to review as a miscel-
laneous code.”

Fee for Service or Fee for Device?
“Some people criticize the L-Codes because they think the ser-
vice element isn’t visible enough,” says Michael, “but it’s actually 
there; it’s just under the surface.” 

Gustin agrees that this is a common misconception. “There 

L-Codes

is a service component built into each code. Unfortunately, the 
service component that’s required with today’s newer technol-
ogy devices is much greater than was required when those codes 
were originally created, and thus does need to be revised.”

Ruhl notes that some have recommended implementing a 
variation on the old “fee-for-service” system that preceded the 
L-Code system. “At that time, you billed for the time that you 
spent with an individual, plus the cost of your materials. An 
alternative for the future might be to move in the direction of 
the physicians’ billing system and its CPT® [Current Procedural 
Terminology] codes.”

While the American Medical Association’s (AMA) fee-for- 
service CPT system is an attractive model, Michael points out 
that it would not be appropriate for O&P in its current form.

“At this point, our field has no control at all over the coding 
system, whereas the CPT system is copyrighted and controlled 
very strongly by the AMA, which will litigate if someone tries 
to usurp or misuse it,” Michael says.

He also notes that with very few exceptions, the CPT code 
is based on the professional service cost. “It would need to be 
substantially changed if P&O chose to use this model for reim-
bursement because one thing that’s unique about P&O is that 
we have a variable mix of professional time and tangible techni-
cal components.
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